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Abstract
The COVID-19 or Coronavirus that encircled Indonesia seems to be unmuted. Its massive and relatively fast spread makes people feel scared. Everyone is forced to remain at home to break the COVID-19 transmission chain. Mass agenda eliminated because of COVID-19 also the term work from home (WFH) so popular. COVID-19 also has a serious impact on the education sector in Indonesia. Here are some policies in the world of education taken by the Indonesian government in the emergency period of Coronavirus (COVID-19) year 2020. This article aims to discuss government policy, especially about the education policy to deal with Coronaviruses. The results showed that some government policies related to education in the time Coronavirus could minimize the spread of coronaviruses. These policies include online learning for school...
INTRODUCTION
The impact of the use of Coronavirus (COVID-19) is now also felt by the education world. This has been recognized by the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) on Thursday (5/3), that Coronavirus outbreak has impacted the education sector (UNESCO, 2020). Nearly 300 million students interrupted their school activities around the world and threatened their future education rights (Handoyo, 2020).

The previous day, 13 countries including China, Italy, and Japan had closed schools around the country in an attempt to stop the spread of the virus. It affects nearly 290 million students. Most of the students come from China. Across the country, including Hong Kong and Macao-specific administration areas, more than 233 million students are not schools due to viruses. It was followed by the Japanese, which had nearly 16.5 million students moved (Palu, 2020).

Some schools and universities have been temporarily laid off in their educational activities. One of the campuses in Malaysia, for example, International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) decided to postpone the admission time as anticipating the prevention of virus spreading (EdgeProp, 2020). While China's own Ministry of Education extended lunar holidays to schools and their campus. New school year teaching and learning activities that should begin after January 30 or early February are postponed to an undetermined time (Shira, 2020). This is the case in South Korea which also extends its high school holidays (Kim & Denyer, 2020).

In Indonesia, the educational world also feels its impact. A wide range of comparative Foreign Studies Program activities (overseas) should be canceled. This is done after the level of spreading of Coronavirus in Singapore rises from yellow level to orange level. Another activity is the comparative study of overseas to Japan which should depart at the beginning of March to be canceled.

Until now, the condition of spreading the virus is still a concern. The latest Data dissemination of a new type of Coronavirus cause COVID-19 has now been positively confirmed in 84 countries. Data Friday (6/3) morning, noted 97,885 cases of positive infected, with a death rate of 3,348. Meanwhile, a cured patient has reached more than 50 percent of the number of cases or about 53,796. Data will continue to increase (WHO, 2020). If this condition continues to increase, certainly, the impact on the education sector will also increase. The most feared impact is the long term effect. Because students and students will automatically
feel the delay in the education process it is running. This can lead to the slow growth of their maturity in the future. Especially if the COVID-19 does not end soon. The policy of delays in schools in the countries affected by the virus can automatically interfere with the right of each of its citizens to obtain proper educational services. The closure of schools and campuses can certainly impede and slow the achievement of targets already set by Governments and/or schools respectively. Surely, this condition will disrupt the achievement of students’ maturity in achieving their learning objectives, both academically and psychologically. More worrying is its psychological impact. Students who have to be delayed by school closure are very likely to experience psychological trauma that makes them demoting to learning. Likewise with the cancellation of several important agenda and programs abroad students such as competitions and overseas studies make them disappointed because they feel they have prepared a long-time earlier. Moreover, the students’ insight around coronaviruses is minimal which can make them have higher levels of concern. This article aims to discuss the Indonesian government policy, especially about the education policy to deal with Coronaviruses.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Coronavirus

Coronaviruses are a group of related viruses that cause diseases in mammals and birds. In humans, coronaviruses cause respiratory tract infections that can be mild, such as some cases of the common cold (among other possible causes, predominantly rhinoviruses), and others that can be lethal, such as SARS, MERS, and COVID-19 (Gao et al., 2020; Hageman, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Velavan & Meyer, 2020). Symptoms in other species vary: in chickens, they cause an upper respiratory tract disease, while in cows and pigs they cause diarrhea. There are yet to be vaccines or antiviral drugs to prevent or treat human coronavirus infections. Coronaviruses constitute the subfamily Orthocoronavirinae, in the family Coronaviridae, order Nidovirales, and realm Riboviria.(Board, 2020; Laboratory testing of human suspected cases of novel coronavirus (nCoV) infection. Interim guidance, 10 January 2020, n.d.; Novel coronavirus infection, 2013) They have enveloped viruses with a positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome and a nucleocapsid of helical symmetry. The genome size of coronaviruses ranges from approximately 27 to 34 kilobases, the largest among known RNA viruses(Cruz et al., 2011; Geller et al., 2012; Masters, 2006; Sexton et al., 2016; Sturman & Holmes, 1983). The name coronavirus is derived from the Latin corona, meaning "crown" or "halo", which refers to the characteristic appearance reminiscent of a solar corona around the virions (virus particles) when viewed under two-dimensional
transmission electron microscopy, due to the surface being covered in club-shaped protein spikes. Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus (Chen et al., 2020; Touret & de Lamballerie, 2020; Zheng et al., 2020).

Most people infected with the COVID-19 virus will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring special treatment. Older people and those with underlying medical problems like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer are more likely to develop serious illness.

The best way to prevent and slow down transmission is to be well informed about the COVID-19 virus, the disease it causes and how it spreads. Protect yourself and others from infection by washing your hands or using an alcohol-based rub frequently and not touching your face.

The COVID-19 virus spreads primarily through droplets of saliva or discharge from the nose when an infected person coughs or sneezes, so it’s important that you also practice respiratory etiquette (for example, by coughing into a flexed elbow).

At this time, there are no specific vaccines or treatments for COVID-19. However, there are many ongoing clinical trials evaluating potential treatments. WHO will continue to provide updated information as soon as clinical findings become available.

**Lockdown Policy Analysis in Corona Virus management**

Lockdown is an emergency protocol to prevent people, groups of people, or communities from being large, leaving or entering from or to an area. Lockdown protocols can only be established by authorities.

In the security context, Lockdown can mean isolating an area. This protocol, overseas, is often applied in schools or in public facilities such as hospitals in the event of a matter of force majeure (Bair, 2002; Jones et al., 2017).

For example, a school or campus in Stanford generally has a Lockdown protocol with many levels, from the Controlled Lockdown (Exit Only), Controlled Lockdown (Entry Only), Partial Lockdown, and Lockdown Department, and Total Lockdown.

Lockdown is also done with the prohibition of holding meetings involving many people, closing schools, and public places. Thus, the risk of a corona virus transmission in communities outside the lockdown region can be reduced (Babic et al., 2019; Weil, 2003).

In the case of Corona, Lockdown has the similarity of meaning in the term quarantine region, as stipulated in Law No. 6 of 2018 on the health significance (UURI, 2018).

In the act it is mentioned that:

"**Regional quarantine is a resident restriction on an area including the entrance of the entry and its contents allegedly infected with disease and/or contaminated in such a way as to prevent the possibility of spreading the disease or contamination.**"
In article 49 The law also mentioned quarantine types, namely: House quarantine, hospital quarantine, territorial quarantine and social restriction on large scale. The insulation is: "The separation of sick people from healthy people is done in health care facilities to get treatment and care."

Who is authorized to incubation territorial quarantine? It was stated that territorial quarantine restrictions and social restrictions on large scale were established by ministers.

The government has established a task force in the handling of Corona viruses commanded by the head of BNPB. The law has mandated a very strategic situation in certain situations, one level under war emergency to BNPB and BPBD, that is what is called "ease of Access".

In article 55 of Law No. 24 of 2007 on disaster relief is mentioned that: "In case of disaster emergency status is established, the National Agency for Disaster Management and regional disaster management agency has easy access which includes: human resource deployment, equipment deployment, logistics deployment, immigration, excise, and quarantine, licensing, procurement of goods/services, management and accountability of money and/or goods, rescue, and command to instruct the sector/institution." (UURI, 2007)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Indonesia, the people of Corona positively also continue to grow. With the increasing of these sufferers, it has provided a greater negative effect on the education sector in it. To that dampen the impact, it takes strategic steps. It needs to be done by the government quickly and appropriately.

The first thing to do is to educate students and education practitioners. This can be done by intensive socialization by the health department of the Coronavirus itself, both from the prevention aspect as well as the way of dealing with it. This insight is expected to reduce the effect of excess concerns that can cause traumatic impacts on students and of course the teachers.

The second step is to prepare a dedicated team of psychologists to conduct mentoring to the students both collectively and individually, especially to schools located in the affected area of the virus. Most especially for students who fail to do the programs he dreamed of and his stays such as race activities at an international level or comparative study abroad (Duffy & Scott, 2020).

With this mentoring is expected to relieve their psychological burden and strengthen the spirit of learning. The government has prepared a team of psychologists to conduct assistance with citizens at the quarantine site in Natuna. But, seeing the current deployment conditions, the mentoring needs to be expanded again. At a minimum, encourage every school institution for socialization and mentoring to anticipate more severe impacts.

As for the process of education due to the closure and delay of learning time, it is necessary to prepare a concrete solution anyway. One of the things that can be
done is with a remote system of learning by utilizing the existing technology. Because if not, then this will harm the development of maturity results and achievement of the education process (BBC, 2020).

5 Corona Emergency Education policies
Since President Joko Widodo announced the first case of COVID-19 on March 2, 2020, Indonesia has automatically become one of the countries affected by Coronavirus. The positive casualty contracted Corona reaches 1,414 people, based on an update per 15.45 WIB, March 30, 2020 (Kemenkes, 2020).

Among these 1,217 were being treated, 75 had been declared cured, and 122 were declared dead. Some policies were immediately taken by the government to break the COVID-19 spread chain. Here are some policies in the field of education taken by the Government regarding the COVID-19 case (Kemdikbud, 2020).

Online Learning for schoolchildren
The increased spread of Coronavirus, making the provincial government quick to take action, one closes the school for two weeks. This step was taken by the provincial government to prevent the spread of Coronavirus.

Referring to Mendikbud's circular letter No. 3 of 2020 on the prevention of COVID-19 on the education unit, and the number 36962/MPK. A/HK/2020, the teaching and learning activities are conducted online to prevent the spread of Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19).

Several local governments have also been in the school to anticipate the spread of the COVID-19. Some of the solutions, school learning is replaced with online learning, or are familiar to be referred to.

Even reportedly, some areas have extended this online learning period up to two months later. One of them was the Tangerang regency, through the Education Office issued a policy of extending students' study time at home for two months until 23 May 2020.

This policy was taken to suppress the number of transmission of the Corona COVID-19 outbreak. The policy applies to all students of kindergarten, elementary, Junior high and equal in the region. Before that, the school's activities were canceled only for two weeks.

Online learning, according to, the Secretary-general of the Federation of Indonesian Teachers (FSGI) Heru Purnomo, is right, at least from the health side. But for the effectiveness of the learning, he assessed the need for some prepared schools and teacher teachers. According to him, the teacher must be proactive and creative to make teaching activities as effective as face to face. "His strategy must be mapped by the teacher's father and mother. So that is then handed out in the form of a question only, from the observation that means to pursue the target curriculum. This is a home learning that has been in a regular class due to emergency conditions," he explained. Similarly, the national coordinator of the Indonesian Education Monitoring Network (JPPI), Ubaid Matraji. In addition to teachers, he explained that parents should also monitor their children to study at home. "Learning at home is not a holiday, not that there is no literacy activity. This is to be understood. Keep learning with the targets already in the curriculum, "He explained. Larger challenges will arise if this policy is applied in areas with
insufficient Internet infrastructure and technologies such as those in villages. "Schools that do not have online learning facilities will have difficulties in pursuing the subject of learning materials," said the researcher from the Center for Indonesian Policy Studies (CIPS) Nadia Fairuza Azzahra by written information. It applies to learners who lack access to technology and the Internet. The only thing that can be done is to give a lot of homework to learners, although this method is not as much as online learning, and is paid for when face-to-face classes are held again. Also, another problem that needs to be considered is, "the students will also have difficulties to consult with the teacher especially for lessons that are considered to require a deeper explanation and understanding, such as mathematics(Saputro et al., 2019; Soewardini et al., 2019)."

The Indonesian Children Protection Commission (KPAI) asked the central and local governments to evaluate the home-study system because the school was dissolved during the COVID-19 outbreak or Coronavirus disease. KPAI Commissioner of Education, Retno Listyarti assesses the home study system that schools implement is ineffective because there is no good understanding by teachers. Because during the learning policies of the home, many teachers instead gave tasks to accumulate that ended the students becoming stressed(Wangi et al., 2018).

"KPAI received complaints of many parents of students who complained of their children instead of stress because of obtaining various tasks every day from their teachers," he said through a press release received CNNIndonesia.com, Wednesday (18/3).

He argues that most teachers interpret home learning by giving assignments online, and having students gather assignments every day.

**Online Courses**

Most universities in Indonesia have implemented a long-distance class or an online class, as an actor on the spread of the Corona COVID-19 virus. In addition to learning and teaching, several campuses in the country have taken the policy until the end of the even semester so that all coursework activities are done online, including mid-semester exams, semester final examinations, Practicums, and final-duty guidance, theses, and dissertations.

This decision is taken under consideration of the current Coronavirus spread condition at the national level which is getting worse. During online learning, students and lecturers are asked to conduct learning activities using online applications such as video conferencing applications, e-mail, and online social media(Kurniasih et al., 2018).

**National Exam 2020 Cancelled**

President in the limited meeting held on Tuesday (24/3) with the related ministers, has been decided. As a result, the government announced the National Exam (UN) this year was officially abolished. Starting from elementary school (SD) level to high school level (SMA).
These measures were taken as part of the COVID-19 pandemic response system, to prioritize the safety and health of the people. Government policy negates the UN, according to Fadjroel, must be greeted with the active participation of citizens in the application of physical distancing behavior. As per the Nets, work from home, learn from home and worship at home.

Related to the omission of UN, Mendikbud Nadiem Makarim one vote with the Ministry of Education and Culture (Kemendikbud) has cooperates with Commission X DPR RI to discuss the replacement of UN. There are two options, conducting a national standard school exam (USBN) online or applying a graduation method by weighing the cumulative value of students while studying in the school.

The option to eliminate UN for middle school, Elementary and Madrasah will also be taken if the school guarantees to organize the USBN online. This means that about 1 million high school students, SMK, Junior High, and Madrasah will solve the UN in their homes.

**UTBK SBMPTN 2020 Postponed**

The College Admission Test (LTMPT) issued a policy of postponing registration and implementation of a computer-based writing exam (UTBK) 2020. It is channeled due to the global pandemic COVID-19 which has entered Indonesia.

Not only the registration and implementation of the first phase of the UTBK were postponed, but the second stage registration of UTBK 2020 was also postponed. For the latest info about the implementation of UTBK SBMPTN, 2020 will be given further later when the situation has been recovered.

**The implementation of SNMPTN still in the assessment**

The new policy was delivered by the chairman of the University Entrance Test Institute (LTMPT), Mohammad Nasih (21/3). He explained, there are some considerations until the announcement of graduation was postponed. Among other things, there is still a period of data replenishment of the Indonesia Smart card registration number (KIP) which is held from 2 to 31 March.

**CONCLUSION**

The Indonesian Government has stated that it will give the best and most maximal effort in dealing with corona or COVID-19 viruses. The government is a real present to protect its citizens in a strong and secure the safety of every citizen. The Government’s efforts deserve the support of all Indonesians. Because with unity, collaboration and Synergy, Indonesia believes it can solve the problem of deployment of COVID-19. In the field of education, the government issued some of the policies facing Coronavirus. This is all done to minimize the spread of coronaviruses.
**Suggestion**

The people of Indonesia are expected to remain calm and do not give an excessive reaction and promote clean and healthy living to prevent the transmission of COVID-19. The public is also encouraged to restrict unnecessary publications and to not disseminate information that is in the junction, lies or hoaxes related to the Coronavirus that could cause community panic.
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